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Abstract— In this paper, we present an improved IEEE 802.11
wireless local-area network (WLAN) medium access control
(MAC) mechanism for simulcast radio-over-fiber-based
distributed antenna systems where multiple remote antenna units
(RAUs) are connected to one access point (AP). In the improved
mechanism, the fiber delay between RAUs and central unit is
taken into account in a modification to the conventional point
coordination function (PCF) that achieves coordination by a
centralized algorithm. Simulation results show that the improved
PCF outperforms the distributed coordination function (DCF) in
both the basic-access and request/clear-to-send modes in terms of
the total throughput and the fairness among RAUs.
Keywords- Distributed antenna system, IEEE 802.11, point
coordination function, radio-over-fiber.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Distributed antenna systems (DASs) using radio-over-fiber
(RoF) links have been demonstrated as a commonly used
infrastructure solution to provide broadband wireless coverage
within a geographic area with reduced total power and
improved reliability [1-2]. In a RoF-based DAS, multiple
spatially separated remote antenna units (RAUs) are fiberconnected to a center unit where base station or access point
facilities are placed. It achieves the broadband
communications with the features of low attenuation, large
capacity, small-size RAUs and centralized management,
compared with the current scheme where multiple small
WLANs cover the certain area. In some DAS applications, a
single set of base station facilities in the center unit is
connected to multiple RAUs to extend the indoor wireless
coverage of the base station and to share the hardware and
bandwidth resource. This kind of DAS is often called a
simulcast DAS architecture, where a single base station
simultaneously broadcasts radio-frequency (RF) signals to
multiple RAUs in the downlink. In the uplink, the user stations
covered by different RAUs share transmission medium and
base station/access point (AP) facilities. For cost-effective inbuilding coverage in practice, a great number of wireless
service providers or carriers around the world have deployed
simulcast DAS in buildings and public venues for improving
the quality and coverage of radio systems based on IEEE

Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WIMAX),
and 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3G) and long-term
evolution (LTE) standards. With the shared RoF-based DAS
infrastructure, the IEEE 802.11-compliant wireless local-area
network (WLAN) signals may also be distributed in the same
buildings and public venues as an important complement to
the mobile network signals, such as LTE.
The typical architecture of a simulcast WLAN-over-fiber
DAS is shown in Fig. 1. In the downlink, multiple RAUs
distributed in different locations receive the optical signals
carrying the WLAN signals split from one source AP in the
central unit over different-length fibers. A reverse process
occurs in the uplink. User stations accessing the AP through
different RAUs have to contend for the WLAN channel with
multiple medium access control (MAC) mechanisms, in the
presence of different fiber delay.
IEEE 802.11 standards define two MAC mechanisms [3]:
Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) and Point
Coordination Function (PCF). DCF, which has been
implemented in most of the WLAN products, is a random
channel-access technique based on carrier sense multiple
access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA), where each user
station has a right to initiate its transmission and decides the
proper transmitting occasion itself. DCF commonly has two
working modes: the basic access mode and the Request to
Send/Clear to Send (RTS/CTS) mode. Many previous works
have studied IEEE 802.11 DCF both in the basic access mode
and the RTS/CTS mode in the context of point-to-point RoF
systems, where a dedicated RAU is assumed to be connected
to a WLAN AP [4-6]. They explored the MAC timingconstraint problems induced by fiber delay and identified
some upper bounds in certain scenarios. Recently, we have
investigated the throughput performance of DCF in simulcast
RoF-based DASs [7]. An analytical model was derived to
quickly evaluate the throughput performance in the presence
of both the inter-RAU hidden nodes (HN) problems and fiberdelay difference. Regarding the PCF mechanism, previous
studies mainly focused on the performance in traditional
WLAN (non-RoF) [8-10]. The most different character of the
PCF is that it achieves coordination by a centralized algorithm

Fig.1 The architecture of a simulcast RoF-based WLAN distributed antenna system

where the AP runs the algorithm, while the DCF has a
distributed algorithm run by all the stations.
For other popular mobile or wireless standards such as
WIMAX, LTE etc., the tolerance to the inserted fiber
propagation delay is found to be much greater than with the
802.11 protocol when they are employed in RoF-DAS systems
[11-14]. These mobile systems are designed for greater
wireless distances, and hence tolerate some delay variation,
but also employ MAC protocols which are somewhat more
centralized, at least after some initial contention procedure for
users to gain access. No inter-RAU HN problems beset
WIMAX- or LTE-RoF-DAS due to the lack of contention, and
little effect from fiber-length differences between the base
station and different RAUs exists when carefully arranging

II.

OVERVIEW OF TWO IEEE 802.11 MAC MECHANISMS

and adjusting related parameters such as the Transmit/Receive
Transition Gap (TTG) and Cyclic Prefix (CP) durations. In
802.11-over-fiber DASs, the centralized characteristic of PCF
inspires us to investigate its performance in simulcast RoFbased DASs. It is supposed to be a promising solution for the
inter-RAU HN problems and may decrease the fiber-length
difference effect.
In this paper, we first investigate the performance of the
polling-based PCF in the simulcast RoF-based DASs and
present an improved PCF algorithm considering fiber-delay
difference effect. In our mothod, an adaptive PCF Interframe
Space (PIFS) parameter is used to adapt to the different fiber
delays. Simulations are conducted using OPNET Modeler 17.5.

reception of data in the MAC layer. Once a packet is
transmitted, the source station starts a countdown timer, which
is known as an ACK timeout. When employing the basic
access DCF in simulcast RoF-DASs, the stations covered by
one RAU cannot, in general, perceive whether a station
covered by other RAUs has occupied the channel. Therefore,
the inter-RAU HN problems are serious, especially when the
network load is high.
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Fig. 2 A timing diagram for the basic access DCF mode

As Fig. 2 depicts, the basic access DCF is a random
channel-access scheme based on CSMA/CA. Each station has a
right to initiate its transmission after the channel has been idle
for a DCF interframe space (DIFS) interval, following
exponential backoff time rules. On winning the contention, the
station gains the chance to transmit a single MAC Service Data
Unit (MSDU) on the channel. After a successful transmission,
the destination station waits for a short interframe space (SIFS)
interval and then sends an ACK packet to confirm the correct
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Fig. 3 A timing diagram for DCF in the RTS/CTS mode

As shown in Fig. 3, DCF in RTS/CTS mode with virtual
sensing is a promising method to prevent HN problems in

traditional WLANs and has been proved effective in WLANover-fiber systems [6-7]. The source station sends a RTS frame
to check the availability of the destination in typical CSMA/CA
style firstly. When the destination receiver receives the RTS
frame, it will then reply with a CTS frame to avoid
simultaneous transmissions of data. On hearing the exchange
of RTS/CTS frames, the other stations will set their network
allocation vector (NAV) to certain times during which the
stations need to defer before the next contention interval. After
the exchange of RTS/CTS frames, the procedure performed for
data exchange is similar to that used in the basic-access DCF,
except SIFS are employed. The RTS threshold parameter
indicates a specific packet size above which the RTS/CTS
mode is employed; otherwise the Basic Access mode is
employed. When employing the DCF RTS/CTS mode in
simulcast RoF-DASs, the serious inter-RAU HN problems can
be alleviated to some extent [6-7]. However, in the DCF
RTS/CTS mode, the MAC layer overhead is larger compared
to that in Basic Access DCF, and the tolerance to the fiber
delay differences remains problematic.

after the PCF interframe space (PIFS), denoted as TPIFS. In our
studies, we found that the typical PIFS (19's for 802.11g) in
traditional WLANs is too short to adapt to the fiber-fed
networks; the PC may not receive the CF-ACK due to the
round-trip fiber delay Fdelay (1km fiber results in 10's delay in
round trip delay). Hence, we present an adaptive method,
adding the round-trip fiber delay in the PIFS TPIFS-ada to ensure
that the PC can receive the CF_ACK and not be affected by the
delays. It can be defined as: TPIFS-ada = TPIFS + Fdelay .
III. THROUGHPUT PERFORMANCE IN SIMULCAST ROFBASED DAS WITH DIFFERENT-LENGTH FIBER LINKS
First, we assume identical fiber length between central unit
and RAUs (1km and 10km are studied). The packet size in our
analyses is always 1500bytes and RTS threshold is 500bytes,
which means that all the packets are transmitted with a prior
RTS/CTS exchange when the RTS/CTS mode is employed.
We also assume a saturated load during the simulation period,
which means that there is always a packet in the buffer waiting
for transmission after a current successful transmission. Then,
we run simulations to evaluate the performance of different
MAC mechanisms as a function of the number of RAUs in the
simulcast architecture.
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Fig. 4 A timing diagram for PCF

For PCF, all the stations in the polling list are polled by a
Point Coordinator (PC) normally situated in the AP. The PCF
uses a centralized resource scheduler, where a single AP
controls the associated stations’ access to the channel by
sending the polling messages. If the AP has data to send to the
station, the data can be included in the polling messages. PCF
is usually used to provide priority to some specific services or
users. It may be specifically used for real-time applications.
With its strong characteristics of a centralized allocation
scheduler, we want to use it to improve the throughput
performance in a simulcast RoF-DAS, where the stations
covered in different located RAUs can barely sense each other
properly. A strong demand for a centralized allocation arises
because of the needs of the blind stations.
As shown in Fig. 4, the time window is divided into two
parts, the contention-free period (CFP) in which PCF is used
and contention period (CP) in which DCF is used. The
contention-free repetition interval determines the frequency
with which the PCF occurs. It begins with a beacon frame and
ends with a CF-end frame or a CF-end +ACK frame. The
beacon frame includes the parameter of CFP maximum
duration which indicates the maximum size of the CFP.
Stations receive the beacon frame and set their NAV to the
CFP maximum duration. In the CFP, only the station which
receives the polling frame from the PC can transmit a packet. If
the PC doesn’t receive a CF-ACK, it will poll the next station
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Fig. 5 Normalized throughputs for the basic-access DCF mode, DCF in
RTS/CTS mode and adaptive PCF as a function of the number of RAUs
assuming identical fiber length

As observed from Fig. 5, the proposed improved PCF
outperforms DCF in both Basic Access and RTS/CTS modes,
which proves the prediction that the adaptive PCF can avoid
the inter-RAU HN problems through its centralized polling
mechanism, especially over shorter length fiber links. We are
using normalized throughput as a performance indicator and
we normalized the results by the maximum data rate 54Mb/s,
which we used in our simulation. Additionally, the trends of
the adaptive PCF and DCF RTS/CTS performance both

decrease smoothly and slowly with increased number of RAUs.
However, an improvement of 25.7%, which is the ratio of
average improvement to the average throughput of RTS/CTS
mode, can be observed in 1km-length situation and 15.72% in
10km-fiber-length situation, which shows the lesser overhead
of the adaptive PCF than the DCF RTS/CTS mode. The
adaptive PCF is more efficient than the DCF RTS/CTS mode.
But, the advantage of the adaptive PCF over DCF becomes
weaker as the fiber length increase.
Second, we investigate the performance of different MAC
mechanisms in the presence of fiber-delay difference with the
following assumptions:
(1) All the stations enable the PCF function in the MAC layer;
(2) A dual-RAU scenario is considered in the simulations for
convenience, and a single station accesses the AP in each
RAU;
(3) One RAU (in this case, RAU-A) is connected to the central
unit with fixed 1km fiber link, while a variable length F
(from 1km to 19km) is assigned to the other RAU (RAUB).
(4) The same packet size (1500bytes), RTS threshold (500bytes)
as the former analysis are employed as is a saturated load.
As the PIFS is a global parameter, the adaptive PIFS value
TPIFS-ada has to take into account the longest fiber delay in the
RoF-based DAS. For example, if one RAU is connected to the
AP with a 1km fiber link, while another RAU employs a 10km
fiber link to connect to the AP, the TPIFS-ada should be set to
(TPIFS +2×10km×5's) to ensure that every station in the DAS
can be polled in a period sufficient to obtain the CF-ACK for
the poll, although more time is wasted and the throughput is
expected to decrease a little.
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Fig. 6 depicts the throughput performance of each RAU as
the function of the fiber length between the AP and RAU-B.
Although the overall throughput slightly drops for each RAU
as the fiber length of RAU-B increases, a much smaller
performance deviation between the two RAUs can be observed
in the adaptive PCF mode, which indicates that the adaptive
PCF provides more fairness to all the stations covered by every
RAU in the presence of fiber length differences. In this case,
the fairness means that the probabilities of the stations in each
RAU to access the channel are almost the same, which can be
reflected at the difference between the two RAUs’ throughputs.
Hence, the adaptive PCF can effectively prevent the situation
where the stations are unable to access to the channel through
the RAU with a long fiber link. The major reason behind this is
that the centralized polling scheme for PCF solves the interRAU HN problems. In this paper, we assumed a saturated load
and a packet size which is the largest size used in Ethernet. The
results show a good throughput performance for adaptive PCF.
We can see that the adaptive PCF is a promising solution to be
employed in a simulcast RoF-DAS to improve the throughput
performance and enhance the fairness to all the users.
IV.

In this paper, we introduced the PCF in simulcast RoFbased DASs. In the presence of fiber-delay difference among
RAUs, an adaptive PCF mechanism was proposed by
considering the delay induced by the longest fiber link. The
adaptive PCF and DCFs in basic-access and RTS/CTS modes
were compared with the help of simulations using OPNET. It is
shown that the adaptive PCF is a promising mechanism for
simulcast RoF-DASs in terms of the overall throughput and
fairness among RAUs.
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